
Real Madrid World, Dubai, is set to redefine football-themed entertainment with the introduction of the Surround 
Football Simulators, a groundbreaking addition that merges the excitement of football with cutting-edge immersive 
technology. In collaboration with Dubai Parks and Resorts, Real Madrid C.F. introduces an experience that not only sets 
a new standard for theme park entertainment in the region but also elevates the fan experience to unmatched levels. 
Unveil the Surround Sports Simulators and delve into the revolutionary technology that transports visitors into the 
heart of the action, redefining how fans engage with the sport. Experience the thrill of playing for Real Madrid as you 
compete on the virtual pitch, immersing yourself in realistic gameplay mechanics and stunning visuals. Relive the 
iconic moments from the club’s history, from legendary goals to historic victories, and gain insights into the strategies 
and tactics of Real Madrid’s greatest players from their perspectives. Foster a sense of community and camaraderie 
among fans as you compete in thrilling challenges, tailored to individual preferences and skill levels. The addition of the 
Surround Football Simulators enhances the overall entertainment value of Real Madrid World, Dubai, setting a new 
standard for family entertainment in the region. As the park prepares to welcome football fans from around the world, 
get ready to kick off an unforgettable journey into the heart of football. Whether you’re a die-hard supporter or 
a casual observer, Sports Simulator invites you to immerse yourself in the world of Real Madrid and embark on an  
extraordinary adventure at Real Madrid World, Dubai. Click to View the Sports Simulator Blog.
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